ROBOTECHS

During this project, we experienced many things. All of them were positive. We all loved the process,
starting from the very first missions. While missions were increasing, our interest grew too. From the
moment we started working in groups for missions and constructions using the robotics «Kit» we
worked together perfectly. Also, we had very good cooperation and communication with the guys from
Slovakia. JKokky and Gabi did a great job to make the project more enjoyable and attractive to us. We
have evolved as “programmers” but also as “builders”.
It was a magical experience for all of us and we are sure we will win many prizes.
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CODEROIDS

During this project we have gained a lot of new knowledge. First of all, we learned a lot about
programming, although at first it seemed all too difficult. We enjoyed constructing the robots, because
it was something new for us. It was very entertaining despite some minor problems. For example,
materials sometimes weren’t enough for all of us. But the biggest problem was that we only had one
intelligent brick, so each team waited for the other team to finish to be able to start. Nevertheless, it
was a nice experience and we had good cooperation between us and with the students from Slovakia.
We had a very beautiful time and we would be happy to do it again.
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ARTIBOTS

As a team we worked quite well.
Let’s take things from the beginning: First of all there was a slight disagreement between the team
members from Greece and the team members from Slovakia about what we will build first. We loved
the fact that we were able to work together and communicate with students from another country.
This helped us to practice our English and to develop better relations with our peers. For the first
construction, we worked with materials that we grabbed in our hands for the first time. We would love
to do something like that again. Although the day we chatted live with the students from Slovakia, both
sides felt a bit awkward, it was very nice that we managed to see and talk to them for the first time in
person.
A project with many memories.
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MECHANIX

This year we started a robotics program with the help of our professor, Mr. Ioannis Kokkinidis. In
cooperation with another school in Slovakia, we have tried to complete the missions that our teachers
have assigned us to do. Through this project we have learned many interesting things. We loved the
way we worked with Lego Mindstorms and S4A bricks. We had very good communication with the
students, which helped us throughout the project. Like in every project, this one had its pros and cons.
There were students that were not very cooperative, so we could not do our job properly and
completely. Also, communication with Slovak students has often been quite difficult due to distance.
Sometimes we had a very tight schedule. We were struggling to finish our mission within the deadline
but with little more pressure, positive energy and good cooperation we managed. It was a very good
experience that we will never forget and if we were given the opportunity we would do it again. We
wish every student has the opportunity to live and learn things like we did.
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